List of Characters for the Host
8 optional players, all with flexible gender.

CHARACTER

tatum leota
Server, Dread
Steakhouse
OPTIONAL
either

royal leota
HOA Manager
OPTIONAL
either

oakley
algernon
Advertising
Executive
OPTIONAL
either

Briar algernon
Concierge, Black
Card
OPTIONAL
either

Justice
algernon
Museum Curator
OPTIONAL
either

BRIEF BIO
Tatum Leota is the disgruntled server at the Dread Steakhouse.
Ever since London Dread came on board as the head chef,
Tatum isn’t making half the tips as before. Unhappy diners don’t
leave big gratuities! Tatum has vowed to get London fired, to no
avail. Alex Dread isn’t listening to the problems at the
steakhouse, and the restaurant’s ratings are plummeting.
Tatum is a hard worker and is seeking employment elsewhere.
Tatum and Royal Leota are cousins who don’t speak much.
Royal Leota is the HOA Manager at Parsnip Oaks, where the
families who are attending the Dread Thanksgiving feast all live.
Royal is intolerant of anyone breaking the rules and is always
armed with a pad of violation slips. Royal doesn’t have many
friends in the neighborhood but doesn’t care – it’s all about
having the perfect master-planned community.
Royal is Tatum Leota’s cousin, but they are not close.
Oakley Algernon is the founding partner and creative Director at
Sterling Algernon Advertising Agency. Colleagues regard Oakley
as the best person ever to pitch copy to clients. Oakley was a
troubled child, spending many years in detention centers for
being a member of the pickpocketing ring known as the Sneaky
Algers. After a stint in the military, Oakley changed for the better
and is a successful businessperson.
Justice, Briar, and Oakley Algernon are siblings, with Oakley
being the youngest.
Briar spent many years in juvenile detention centers for being a
member of the child pickpocketing ring known as the Sneaky
Algers. Briar has come a long way since then and is currently
working as a concierge for Black Card – an International Express
exclusive, luxury credit card. Briar often lies, but is terrible at it,
and is afraid to eat in front of others.

Justice was the leader of the juvenile pickpocketing ring
known as the Sneaky Algers until Justice woke up and
decided to do better in life. Justice is now a snooty
museum curator at the Mayflower Falls Museum of Art,
Science, and History. Justice uses large words that nobody
has heard of and tries to speak with a foreign accent to try
and seem more interesting.
Justice, Briar, and Oakley Algernon are siblings, with Justice
being the oldest.
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SUGGESTED ATTIRE
this is given to your
players on the Your
Mystery Party Site.

Any server uniform, as
you worked the breakfast
shift with London Dread
at the Dread Steakhouse
the morning of the party.

Any ‘stuffy’ or nerdy
casual attire, such as a
button-up shirt buttoned
with a bow tie or scarf.
Glasses as an optional
accessory.

Trendy casual attire. Go
designer if you wish – or
at least something that
looks very stylish. Your
character has it together.

Tuxedo or black suit of
any kind. You keep it
formal, as you deal with
the uber-rich every day.
You never know when
they’ll want to Face Chat
with you.

Snazzy, trendy hipster
style clothing. You stay
at the height of fashion
and love to dress
younger than your age.

landry rumkin
Rock Star

OPTIONAL
either

charlie rumkin
Dance Instructor
OPTIONAL
either

tiz rumkin
Dog Walker
OPTIONAL
either

Landry Rumkin lives on a deserted island at least half of the time
to get away from rabid fans. Landry’s rock group, Soul Soldiers,
purchased the island as a getaway, but Landry built a home
there and loves the solitude. Landry’s parents live in Mayflower
Falls. This rock star always comes home for the holidays.
Landry is the lead singer and lead guitarist for the band, and is a
quiet, reserved person off stage. Humbler than most, you’d
never know that Landry lives the rock star life.
Landry, Charlie, and Tiz Rumkin are siblings.
Charlie Rumkin is the most popular dance instructor in town.
Charlie choreographs the high school drill team, the local minor
league baseball cheerleading team, and teaches dance nearly
every little one in town interested in dancing. Charlie has a
bubbly personality and is known to be a bit of a jokester.
Landry, Charlie, and Tiz Rumkin are siblings.
Tiz Rumkin is the daydreaming dog walker. Tiz hardly socializes
with humans, so conversations with Tiz can be a bit awkward.
Tiz is exceptionally superstitious and won’t walk on cracks, cross
under ladders, and if a black cat crosses the pathway, Tiz will
turn around.
Landry, Charlie, and Tiz Rumkin are siblings.
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Rock star attire. Big,
spiky wig, bandannas,
spandex pants – anything
that makes you stand out
as a star. You performed
a free, impromptu
acoustic show at the
local outdoor galleria
this morning.
Yoga or any type of
dance clothes. Feel free
to jazz it up and wear a
dance costume if you’re
feeling spunky.
Yoga attire with a
sweatband around your
head. Have a leash and
treats in your pocket for
fun props – if you wish,
it’s optional.

